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Abstract
K0 → pi−e+νee+e− decay rates are studied up to the next-to-leading order(O(4)) in chiral
perturbation theory. It is found that theO(4) terms appreciably modify the shape of the invariant
mass distribution of leptons(3eν) and the energy spectrum of neutrinos.
PACS numbers: 13.20.Eb, 12.39.Fe, 11.30.Rd, 12.40.Yx
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I. INTRODUCTION
The radiative semileptonic kaon decay, KL → π±e∓νγ (Kl3γ) has been studied extensively
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] within the chiral perturbation theory (ChPT)[11]. The
amplitude of Kl3γ can be written as a sum of an inner bremstrahlung(IB) amplitude and
a structure dependent (SD) amplitude. The IB amplitude is the leading O(q−1) and
O(q0) term of the photon momentum(q) expansion of the amplitude and hence can be
related to the nonradiative Kl3 amplitude by using the theorems of Low[12] and Adler
and Dothan[13]. On the other hand, the SD amplitude, which is of the order of O(q)
and higher, contains new information on the hadron currents and therefore is the main
interest for studying the KL → π±e∓νγ(Kl3γ) reaction.
Fearing et al.[4] studied the radiativeKl3 decay using the Low and Adler-Dothan theorems
and the partial conservation of the axial current (PCAC) hypothesis. Later, Holstein[5]
analyzed this decay process using the model independent ChPT at O(p4) at tree level.
The full O(p4) ChPT analysis including the loop effects has been done by Bijnens et al. [6].
Further ChPT analysis of the Ke3γ decay up to the O(p6) terms was reported by Gasser
et al. [7, 8]. In these calculations, the effect of the SD was found to be rather small in
determining the integrated decay rate, but has appreciable effects on the differential decay
rates. Sizable effects of the SD amplitude are found on the photon energy spectrum and
pion energy distribution in the kinematic region where the experimental counting rate is
small. The comparison of the data and a review of the theoretical studies on this reaction
are given in Ref. [9] and Ref. [10], respectively.
In this paper, we report on a ChPT study of the semileptonic decay process of kaon K0 →
π−e+νee
+e− (K0e3e+e−) process which differs from theKL → π±e∓νγ (Kl3γ)discussed above
because it involves the production of a timelike virtual photon followed by its decay into
a e+e− pair. The recent KTeV experiment[14] is capable of measuring various differential
decay rates of this reaction. The measured invariant mass distributions of e+e−(Me+e−)
and leptons(M3eν) and the energy spectrum of the neutrino will provide information for
testing the ChPT predictions and extracting the information on the hadronic matrix
elements. To analyze the data from this experiment and similar future experiments, it
is necessary to have a full O(p4) ChPT prediction of the differential decay rates of the
K0e3e+e− process. The purpose of this paper is to carry out such a calculation which,
to our knowledge, is currently not available. We will examine various invariant mass
distributions and energy spectrum. In particular we study which observables are more
sensitive to the O(p4) terms. We also predict the branching ratios of K0l3e+e−(l = e, µ)
decay relative to K0l3 decay. We however have not extracted the effects of the SD term
and leave this more difficult problem for future investigations.
In section II, we summarize the effective Lagrangian employed in this work. The explicit
form of the amplitudes of K0l3e+e−(l = e, µ) from ChPT up to O(p4) are presented in
Section III. The invariant mass spectrum of the K0l3e+e−(l = e, µ) decay and effects of the
O(p4) amplitudes are discussed in section IV.
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II. EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN
Chiral perturbation theory is an effective field theory of QCD to describe low energy
hadronic system using a systematic perturbation scheme. In this section, a standard
effective Lagrangian of ChPT for Goldstone bosons [11, 15] is summarized for complete-
ness. The dynamical variable of ChPT, U(x), is parametrized by using octet fields φa of
Goldstone bosons as
U = exp
(
i
φ(x)
F0
)
, (1)
with
φ(x) =
8∑
a=1
λaφa(x). (2)
Here F0 is the pion decay constant in the chiral limit and λa are the Gell-Mann matrices.
Following the standard counting rule [11, 15], the leading O(p2) order chiral effective
Lagrangian is given as
L(2) = F
2
0
4
< DµU(D
µU)† + χU † + Uχ† > . (3)
< O > denotes the trace of the matrix O. χ is given as χ = 2B0M using the quark
mass matrix M = diag(mu, md, ms) and parameter B0. The covariant derivative DµU ,
which includes a external electromagnetic field (Aµ) and the charged weak boson (Wµ),
is defined as follows,
DµU = ∂µU − irµU + iUlµ, (4)
rµ = vµ + aµ = −eQAµ, (5)
lµ = vµ − aµ = −eQAµ − g√
2
(W+µ T+ + h.c.). (6)
Q is the quark charge and T+ is given by the CKM matrix elements.
Q =
1
3

 2 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1

 , T+ =

 0 Vud Vus0 0 0
0 0 0

 . (7)
The next to-leading-order (NLO) O(p4) effective Lagrangian following Ref. [11] is given
as
L(4) = L1 < DµU(DµU)† >2 +L2 < DµU(DνU)† >< DµU(DνU)† >
+L3 < DµU(D
µU)†DνU(D
νU)† > +L4 < DµU(D
µU)† >< χU † + Uχ† >
+L5 < DµU(D
µU)†(χU † + Uχ†) > +L6 < χU
† + Uχ† >2
+L7 < χ
†U − U †χ >2 +L8 < χU †χU † + Uχ†Uχ† >
−iL9 < fRµνDµU(DνU)† + fLµνDµD(DνU)† > +L10 < UfLµνU †fµνR >, (8)
with
fR(L)µν = ∂µr(l)ν − ∂νr(l)µ − i[r(l)µ, r(l)ν], (9)
3
and its filed tensors are defined as
fRµν = ∂µrν − ∂νrµ − i[rµ, rν ], (10)
fLµν = ∂µlν − ∂ν lµ − i[lµ, lν ]. (11)
The following piece of the chiral anomaly term [16, 17] contributes to the O(p4) amplitude
of K0e3e+e− decay,
L(4)anom = −
ieg
16
√
2π2
ǫµνρσW+µ ∂νAρ
〈
T+
{
∂σU
†QU − 2U †∂σUQ− 2QU †∂σU − U †Q∂σU
}〉
+h.c.. (12)
III. LO AND NLO AMPLITUDES OF K0
e3e+e−
Using the chiral effective Lagrangian presented in the previous section, we study the
amplitude of K0e3e+e− decay up to the next-to-leading order.
K0(p1)→ π−(p2) + e+(k1) + νe(k2) + e+(k3) + e−(k4). (13)
The momentum of the virtual photon qµ is given by qµ = kµ3 + k
µ
4 . The leading order
amplitude T (2) is obtained from tree diagrams with vertices from L(2). Loop diagrams
from L(2) and tree diagrams with vertices from L(4) generate the next-to-leading order
amplitude T (4).
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FIG. 1: The leading order diagrams contributing to the K0
e3e+e− decay. The dark circles are LO
vertices from L(2).
The leading order amplitude T (2) of the K0e3e+e− decay shown in Fig. 1 is given as
T (2) = −GF√
2
e2V ∗us
1
q2
[
u¯(k2)
{
gµν − 2qνp2µ
(p2 + q)2 −m2pi
}
γν(1− γ5)v(k1)
+u¯(k2)( 6p1+ 6p2)(1− γ5)
{
2k1µ+ 6qγµ
(k1 + q)2 −m2e
− 2p2µ
(p2 + q)2 −m2pi
}
v(k1)
]
u¯(k4)γ
µv(k3).
(14)
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Here GF is Fermi constant and Vus is the CKM matrix element. Since we have two
positrons in the final state, Eq. (14) represents the ’direct amplitude’. The ’exchange
amplitude’ is given from Eq. (14) by interchanging momentum and spins of the two
positrons and by taking into account the phase (−1). Eq. (14) satisfies gauge invariance
and agrees with Eq. (5.12) of Ref. [6] when we replace the e+e− current by the photon
polarization vector as
e
q2
u¯(k4)γ
µv(k3) = ǫ
∗µ. (15)
At the NLO, loop corrections and contributions of L(4) are included. We take into account
the diagrams shown in Fig. 2. They are the NLO correction of the pion(Fig. 2(a)) and
kaon(Fig. 2(b)) electromagnetic form factors, πKW vertex(Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d)),
KπWγ vertex(Fig. 2(e)) and anomaly term(Fig. 2(e)). The NLO T-matrix (T (4)) is
given by the sum of six amplitudes as,
T (4) = T
(4)
(a) + T
(4)
(b) + T
(4)
(c) + T
(4)
(d) + T
(4)
(e) + T
(4)
(e,anom). (16)
For completeness, the explicit forms of T
(4)
(i) are described in the next subsections. It is
worth noting that, using the formulas given in the Appendix B, the expressions of T (4)
can be shown to agree with those of Ref. [6] for the real photon limit.
A. Pion and neutral kaon form factor
In K0e3e+e− reaction, the virtual photon momentum is non-zero and the NLO corrections
to the pion and neutral kaon form factors contribute to the reaction amplitude. They
are given by loop diagrams (Figs. 3(a), 3(b), 3(d) and 3(e)) and vertices from L(4) (Fig.
3(c)). Only loop diagrams contribute to the neutral kaon form factor. The amplitudes
T
(4)
(a) and T
(4)
(b) are given as
T
(4)
(a) = −
GF√
2
e2V ∗us
Hpi(q2)
q2
[
u¯(k2)( 6p1+ 6p2+ 6q)(1− γ5) −2p2µ
(p2 + q)2 −m2pi
v(k1)
]
u¯(k4)γ
µv(k3),
(17)
T
(4)
(b) = −
GF√
2
e2V ∗us
HK(q2)
q2
[
u¯(k2)( 6p1+ 6p2− 6q)(1− γ5) 2p1µ
(p1 − q)2 −m2K
v(k1)
]
u¯(k4)γ
µv(k3).
(18)
Here we define q = p1 − p2. The form factors Hpi and HK are given as
Hpi(q2) =
1
F 20
[
2L9q
2 + A(m2pi) +
1
2
A(m2K)− 2B22(m2pi, m2pi, q2)− B22(m2K , m2K , q2)
]
,
(19)
HK(q2) =
1
F 20
[
1
2
A(m2K)−
1
2
A(m2pi)−B22(m2K , m2K , q2) +B22(m2pi, m2pi, q2)]. (20)
The functions A(m2) and B22(m
2
1, m
2
2, q
2) are given in the Appendix A.
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FIG. 2: The NLO diagrams contributing to the K0
e3e+e− decay. The dark squares(circles) are
NLO (LO) vertices.
B. piKW vertices
The diagrams contributing to the NLO πKW vertex are shown in Fig. 4. The NLO
amplitude T
(4)
(c) and T
(4)
(d) are given as
T
(4)
(c) = −
GF√
2
e2V ∗us
1
q2
[
u¯(k2) {G1(rc, lc)( 6p1+ 6p2) +G2(rc, lc)( 6p1− 6p2)}
×(1 − γ5) 2k1µ+ 6qγµ
(k1 + q)2 −m2e
v(k1)
]
u¯(k4)γ
µv(k3), (21)
T
(4)
(d) =
GF√
2
e2V ∗us
1
q2
[
u¯(k2)
{
G1(rd, ld)
6p1+ 6p2+ 6q
(p2 + q)2 −m2pi
+G2(rd, ld)
6p1− 6p2− 6q
(p2 + q)2 −m2pi
}
×(1 − γ5)v(k1)
]
u¯(k4)2 6p2v(k3), (22)
with rc = p1 + p2, lc = p1 − p2, rd = p1 + p2 + q and ld = p1 − p2 − q. Here G1 and G2 are
the weak form factors of the Kπ transition given as
G1(r, l) =
2L9
F 20
l2 +
3
8F 20
{
A(m2η) + A(m
2
pi) + 2A(m
2
K)
}
− 3
2F 20
{
B22(m
2
pi, m
2
K , l
2) +B22(m
2
K , m
2
η, l
2)
}
,
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FIG. 3: The NLO diagrams contributing to the pion and the neutral kaon form factors. The
dark box is NLO vertex from L(4).
(23)
G2(r, l) =
[
4(m2K −m2pi)L5 − 2r · lL9 +
1
2
A(m2η)−
5
12
A(m2pi) +
7
12
A(m2K)
+B(m2pi, m
2
K , l
2){ − 1
4
m2pi +
1
6
m2K −
5
48
r2 +
5
16
l2 − 3
8
r · l}
+B(mK , m
2
η, l
2){ − 1
6
m2pi −
1
12
m2K −
1
16
r2 +
3
16
l2 − 3
8
r · l}
+B1(m
2
pi, m
2
K , l
2){1
2
m2pi −
1
3
m2K +
5
24
r2 − 5
24
l2 +
3
2
r · l}
+B1(mK , m
2
η, l
2){1
3
m2pi +
1
6
m2K +
1
8
r2 − 1
8
l2 +
3
2
r · l}
+B21(m
2
pi, m
2
K , l
2){ − 5
6
l2 − 3
2
r · l}+B(mK , m2η, l2){ −
3
2
r · l − 1
2
l2}
−5
6
B22(m
2
pi, m
2
K , l
2)− 1
2
B22(m
2
K , m
2
η, l
2)
] 1
F 20
. (24)
Those expressions agree with Eqs. (4.3)-(4.4) of [18] when the kaon and the pion are on
the mass shell.
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FIG. 4: The NLO diagrams contributing to piKW vertices. Mesons (m1,m2) are (K
+, η),
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C. piKWγ vertices
The amplitude with the NLO correction of πKWγ vertex is expressed as
T
(4)
(e) = −
GF√
2
e2V ∗us
1
q2
u¯(k2)γν(1− γ5)v(k1)u¯(k4)γµv(k3)
f∑
α=a
tµν(α)
1
F 20
. (25)
The local interaction L(4) shown in Fig. 5(a) gives
tµν(a) =
[
− 1
8
A(m2η)−
11
24
A(m2pi)−
5
12
A(m2K) + 4(m
2
pi −m2K)L5 + 4L9(W · p1 − q · p2)
+4L10W · q
]
gµν + L9
[
− 4W µW ν − 8W µpν2 + 8pµ2qν + 4pµ2W ν − 4qµpν2
]
−4 [L9 + L10]W µqν . (26)
Here qµ and W µ are given as qµ = kµ3 + k
µ
4 and W
µ = kµ1 + k
µ
2 .
The contributions of the loop diagrams shown in Fig. 5(b)-5(f) are given as
tµν(b) =
[
35
12
A(m2pi) +
1
4
A(m2η) + A(m
2
K)
]
gµν , (27)
tµν(c) = −
10
3
B22(m
2
pi, m
2
pi, q
2)gµν , (28)
tµν(d) =
[
− 1
4
A(m2K)− 2B22(m2K , m2η,W 2)−
4
3
B22(m
2
pi, m
2
K ,W
2)
]
gµν
+
[
− 2B21(m2K , m2η,W 2) +
1
2
B(m2K , m
2
pi,W
2)− B1(m2K , m2pi,W 2)−
4
3
B21(m
2
pi, m
2
K ,W
2)
]
W µW ν
+
[
2B1(m
2
K , m
2
η,W
2) +
4
3
B1(m
2
pi, m
2
K ,W
2)
]
(pµ2 + 2W
µ)W ν
+
[
− 1
2
B(m2K , m
2
η,W
2)− 1
3
B(m2pi, m
2
K ,W
2)
]
(2pµ2 + 3W
µ)W ν , (29)
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Coefficient KKη KKpi pipiK
aβ q · (6p2 + 2Q) 2p1 · q q · (6p2 + 2Q)
bβ Q · (6p2 + 2Q) 2p1 ·Q Q · (6p2 + 2Q)
cβ −4p2 ·Q− 23(2m2pi +m2K) 2(m2pi −Q2) −4p2 ·Q
dβ 6 2 6
C(m21,m
2
2,m
2
3) C(m
2
K ,m
2
K ,m
2
η) C(m
2
K ,m
2
K ,m
2
pi) C(m
2
pi,m
2
pi,m
2
K)
TABLE I: Coefficients aβ, bβ, cβ , dβ and the mass parameters of the functions C2, Cij , Cijk.
tµν(e) =
[
1
2
(3p2 +Q) ·QB1(m2K , m2η, Q2)−
{
p2 ·Q + 1
6
(m2K + 2m
2
pi)
}
B(m2K , m
2
η, Q
2)
+
1
4
A(m2K)−
1
6
A(m2pi) + (
1
2
p1 + p2 +
1
3
Q) ·QB1(m2pi, m2K , Q2)
+ (
1
2
(m2pi −Q2)−
2
3
p2 ·Q)B(m2pi, m2K , Q2)
]
gµν , (30)
tµν(f) = t˜
µν
KKη + t˜
µν
KKpi +
2
3
[gµνB22(m
2
pi, m
2
pi, q
2) + t˜µνpipiK ]. (31)
Here Qµ = qµ +W µ. t˜µνβ for β = KKη,KKπ, ππK is defined as
t˜µνβ = −gµν [ aβC001(β) + bβC002(β) + cβC00(β) ] + pµ2qνdβ [C00(β)− C001(β)− C002(β) ]
+ W µqν
[
− 2C001(β)− 4C002(β)− aβC112(β)− (aβ + bβ)C122(β)
−bβC222(β) + (bβ − cβ)C22(β) + (aβ − cβ)C12(β) + 2C00(β) + cβC2(β)
]
+ W µW ν
[
− 4C002(β)− aβC122(β)− bβC222(β) +
{
1
2
bβ − cβ
}
C22(β)
+
1
2
aβC12(β) + C00(β) +
1
2
cβC2(β)
]
− W µpν2dβC002(β) + pµ2W νdβ
[
−C002(β) + 1
2
C00(β)
]
. (32)
The coefficients aβ, bβ , cβ, dβ and the mass parameters m
2
1, m
2
2, m
2
3 of the functions
C2, Cij, Cijk defined in the Appendix A are given in table I.
D. Chiral anomaly term
Finally the contribution of the chiral anomaly term T
(4)
(e,anom) is given as
T
(4)
(e,anom) = −
GF√
2
e2V ∗us
1
q2
(
− i
8π2F 20
)
ǫµνρσqρWσu¯(k2)γν(1− γ5)v(k1)u¯(k4)γµv(k3). (33)
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FIG. 5: The NLO diagrams contributing to piKWγ vertexes. Mesons (m1,m2) are (K
+, η),
(pi+,K0), (K+, pi0).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The total decay rate of K0e3e+e− is given by summing over the spins of the leptons in the
final state:
Γ(K0e3e+e−) =
1
2mK(2π)11
∫
dp2
2p02
∫
dk1
2k01
· · ·
∫
dk4
2k04
δ4 (pi − pf )
∑
f
|Tfi|2. (34)
The transition matrix element Tfi is the sum of the LO amplitude T
(2) and the NLO
amplitude T (4).
The multi-dimensional phase space integration is performed by using the Vegas integration
[19] method. One-loop integrals in T (4) are evaluated numerically using the package
Looptools [20, 21]. In the following results, we use the masses of the neutral kaon and the
charged pion and the charged pion decay constant [22],
mK = 497.67 MeV, mpi = 139.57 MeV, Fpi = 92.4 MeV. (35)
We use the following low energy constants at the scale of µ = mρ = 770 MeV from Ref.
[23],
Lr9(mρ) = 6.9× 10−3, Lr10(mρ) = −5.5× 10−3 (36)
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and we use FK/Fpi = 1.22 for L5. The CKM matrix element and Fermi coupling constant
are chosen as |Vus| = 0.220[22] and GF = 1.16637× 10−5GeV −2.
The role of the O(p4) amplitude is studied for differential decay rates of K0e3e+e−. We
examine the energy distribution of neutrino (dΓ/dEν), the invariant mass distribution of
four leptons e+e−e+νe (dΓ/dM3eν with M3eν =
√
(k1 + k2 + k3 + k4)2 =
√
(p1 − p2)2) and
the invariant mass distribution of e+e− (dΓ/dMe+e− withMe+e− =
√
q2). The virtual pho-
ton momentum q2 distribution is not available from K0l3γ decay. The calculated invariant
mass distributions dΓ/dM3eνe, dΓ/Eν and dΓ/Me+e− are shown in Fig. 6 with the O(p2)
amplitude (dash curve) and the O(p2)+O(p4) amplitude (solid curve). In those invariant
mass distributions, the second term of Eq.(14) in the LO amplitude plays a dominant
role. Around the peak of those distributions, effects of the O(p4) amplitude contribute
about 10% of the M3eνe and Eν distributions. A smaller effect of the NLO amplitude is
found for the Me+e− distribution.
The effect of the O(p4) amplitude on the shape of the mass distributions can be more
clearly seen in the ratio dΓ(LO+NLO)/dΓ(LO). Those ratios are shown in Fig. 7. The
solid curves show results using the full O(p4) amplitudes, while the dashed curves show
results including only loop contributions. In the dashed curves, the O(p4) amplitudes
are calculated with L5 = L10 = 0 (dash-dot), i.e. only L9 is included in addition to loop
contributions and the anomaly term. The O(p4) effects increase with energy forM3eνe and
neutrino energy distributions. They become about 1.2 to 1.25 for M3eνe > 200 MeV and
about 10% around the peak of the Eν distribution. For both M3eνe and Eν distributions,
it will be possible to test the O(p4) effects in the energy region where the decay rates
themselves are large. As far as the effects of the low energy constants are concerned,
the most important contribution is L9. The effects of L5,L10 and the chiral anomaly are
found to be small for M3eνe and Eν distributions. The loops effects reduce the invariant
mass distributions by about 5%. The shape of the invariant mass distributions is almost
not affected by the loop diagrams. In Me+e−, the effects of the O(p4) terms appear in a
slightly different way. The L9 term mainly contributes to the Me+e− distribution below
Me+e− = 100 MeV. Above 150MeV, L10 begins to contribute and tends to cancel the
contribution of L9. The matrix element of the chiral anomaly term is proportional to
ǫµνρσqρWσ, and the amplitude is directly proportional to Me+e− =
√
q2. The effects of
the chiral anomaly term start to be sizable above Me+e− = 150 ∼ 200 MeV and the
Me+e− distribution in the high energy region will be interesting even if the decay rate is
quite small. In this energy region, the relative importance of the ’exchange’ amplitude
compared with the ’direct’ amplitude increases because of the photon propagator. A
straightforward interpretation of the q2 dependence of the Me+e− distribution may be
possible for K0µ3e+e− decay, which is free from the exchange effects.
Finally we examine the total decay rate of K0l3e+e−(l = e, µ) relative to the K
0
l3 decay rate
as
R(K0l3e+e−) =
Γ(K0l3e+e−)
Γ(K0l3)
. (l = e, µ) (37)
The decay rate Γ(K0l3) is calculated in ChPT up to O(p4). Here the ratios are calculated
in the absence of real and virtual photon corrections [7]. Our results on R are shown in
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Table II for three cases using the full O(p4) amplitude, the O(p2) amplitude, and loop
corrections. In the last case, we just set Lri = 0. Including the O(p4) amplitudes, the total
decay rate is increased by 6%(8%) for the K0e3e+e−(K
0
µ3e+e−) decay. The loop correction
reduces the decay rate, which is consistent with the one reported in [6] for Kl3γ. The
effects of the chiral anomaly are very small on the total decay rate.
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FIG. 6: M3eνe , Eν , and Me+e− distributions of K
0
e3e+e− decay. The differential decay rates are
calculated with O(p2)( dashed curve) and and O(p2) +O(p4)(solid curve).
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FIG. 7: The ratio of the LO + NLO to the LO for M3eνe , Eν and Me+e− distributions. The
solid, dash-dot and dotted curves show results with full O(p4), O(p4) with Lr5 = Lr10 = 0 and
loop effects.
R(K0
e3e+e−) R(K0µ3e+e−)
full O(p4) 1.34 × 10−4 3.50 × 10−4
tree level 1.26 × 10−4 3.24 × 10−4
only loops at O(p4) 1.20 × 10−4 3.12 × 10−4
TABLE II: The ratio of the branching ratios of K0
e3e+e−(K
0
µ3e+e−) decay to Ke3(Kµ3) decay.
V. SUMMARY
In summary, we have studied the differential decay rates of K0e3e+e− in ChPT up to O(p4)
for the first time and found that theM3eνe and Eν distributions will be suitable observables
to test the O(p4) amplitudes. Our analysis will provide the first hint to analyze the
13
various mass distributions of the K0e3e+e− decay. The data of K
0
e3e+e− from KTeV has
been analyzed using the results obtained in this work and it was found that the NLO
calculation consistently improves that of the LO one[14]. Once the precise data of the
K0e3e+e− decay are available, the next task is to separate the IB and SD contribution in
this process and obtain new information from this decay mode.
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APPENDIX A: LOOP INTEGRALS
Functions A,Bi, Ci are defined as follows.
A(m21) =
µ4−n
i
∫
dnq
(2π)n
1
q2 −m21
, (A1)
B(m21, m
2
2, p
2) =
µ4−n
i
∫
dnq
(2π)n
1
(q2 −m21)((q − p)2 −m22)
, (A2)
Bµ(m
2
1, m
2
2, p
2) =
µ4−n
i
∫
dnq
(2π)n
qµ
(q2 −m21)((q − p)2 −m22)
= pµB1(m
2
1, m
2
2, p
2), (A3)
Bµν(m
2
1, m
2
2, p
2) =
µ4−n
i
∫
dnq
(2π)n
qµqν
(q2 −m21)((q − p)2 −m22)
= pµpνB21(m
2
1, m
2
2, p
2) + gµνB22(m
2
1, m
2
2, p
2), (A4)
Bµνα(m
2
1, m
2
2, p
2) =
µ4−n
i
∫ dnq
(2π)n
qµqνqα
(q2 −m21)((q − p)2 −m22)
= pµpνpαB31(m
2
1, m
2
2, p
2) + (pµgνα + pνgµα + pαgµν)B32(m
2
1, m
2
2, p
2),
(A5)
C(m21, m
2
2, m
2
3, q
2,W 2, Q2) =
µ4−n
i
∫ dnk
(2π)n
1
k2 −m21
1
(k − q)2 −m22
1
(k −Q)2 −m23
, (A6)
Cµ(m
2
1, m
2
2, m
2
3, q
2,W 2, Q2) =
µ4−n
i
∫
dnk
(2π)n
1
k2 −m21
1
(k − q)2 −m22
1
(k −Q)2 −m23
kµ
= qµC1 +QµC2, (A7)
Cµν(m
2
1, m
2
2, m
2
3, q
2,W 2, Q2) =
µ4−n
i
∫
dnk
(2π)n
1
k2 −m21
1
(k − q)2 −m22
1
(k −Q)2 −m23
kµkν
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= gµνC00 + qµqνC11 +QµQνC22 + (qµQν +Qµqν)C12, (A8)
Cµνρ(m
2
1, m
2
2, m
2
3, q
2,W 2, Q2) =
µ4−n
i
∫ dnk
(2π)n
1
k2 −m21
1
(k − q)2 −m22
1
(k −Q)2 −m23
kµkνkρ
= (gµνqρ + gνρqµ + gµρqν)C001 + (gµνQρ + gνρQµ + gµρQν)C002
+(qµqνQρ + qµQνqρ +Qµqνqρ)C112
+(QµQνqρ +QµqνQρ + qµQνQρ)C122
+qµqνqρC111 +QµQνQρC222. (A9)
Here ǫ = 4− n, Qµ = qµ +W µ.
APPENDIX B: COMPARISON WITH THE CHPT CALCULATION OF Kl3γ RE-
ACTION
In the real photon limit q2 = 0, one can show that our formula for the NLO amplitudes
of K0e3e+e− agrees with the amplitudes of Kl3γ given in Ref. [6] by using the following
relations.
A(m21) =
m21
16π2
λ0 + A¯(m
2
1), (B1)
B(m21, m
2
2, p
2) =
λ0
16π2
+ B¯(m21, m
2
2, p
2), (B2)
B1(m
2
1, , m
2
2, p
2) =
λ0
32π2
+
1
2p2
{
A¯(m22)− A¯(m21) + (m21 −m22 + p2)B¯(m21, m22, p2)
}
, (B3)
B22(m
2
1, m
2
2, p
2) =
λ0
64π2
(
m21 +m
2
2 −
p2
3
)
+
1
96π2
(
m21 +m
2
2 −
p2
3
)
+
1
6
A¯(m22) +
m21
3
B¯(m21, m
2
2, p
2)− 1
6
(p2 +m21 −m22)B¯1(m21, m22, p2), (B4)
B21(m
2
1, m
2
2, p
2) =
λ0
48π2
− 1
96π2p2
(
m21 +m
2
2 −
p2
3
)
+
1
3p2
A¯(m22)−
m21
3p2
B¯(m21, m
2
2, p
2) +
2
3p2
(p2 +m21 −m22)B¯1(m21, m22, p2),
(B5)
A¯(m21) = −
m21
16π2
ln
(
m21
µ2
)
, (B6)
B¯(m21, m
2
2, p
2) = J¯(p2) +
A¯(m21)− A¯(m22)
m21 −m22
, (B7)
λ0 =
2
ǫ
+ ln(4π) + 1− γ. (B8)
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J¯(p2) is defined in [6]. Three point functions C1, C2, . . . C222 can be written in rather
simple form for q2 = 0.
C1 =
Q2 +m21 −m21
2q ·W C0 +
1
2q ·W
[
B(m21, m
2
2,W
2)− B(m21, m21, q2)
]
− Q
2
2(q ·W )2
[
B(m21, m
2
2,W
2)−B(m21, m22, Q2)
]
, (B9)
C2 =
1
2q ·W
[
B(m21, m
2
2,W
2)− B(m21, m22, Q2)
]
, (B10)
C00 =
λ0
64π2
+
1
64π2
+
1
2
m21C0 +
Q2
4q ·W
[
B¯1(m
2
1, m
2
2, Q
2)− B¯1(m21, m22,W 2)
]
, (B11)
C22 =
1
2q ·W
[
B1(m
2
1, m
2
2,W
2)− B1(m21, m22, Q2)
]
, (B12)
C12 =
1
2q ·W
[
B1(m
2
1, m
2
2,W
2) + (Q2 +m21 −m22)C2 − C00 −Q2C22
]
, (B13)
C222 =
1
2q ·W
[
B21(m
2
1, m
2
2,W
2)−B21(m21, m22, Q2)
]
, (B14)
C002 =
1
2q ·W
[
B22(m
2
1, m
2
2,W
2)−B22(m21, m22, Q2)
]
, (B15)
C122 =
1
2q ·W
[
B1(m
2
1, m
2
2,W
2)− B21(m21, m22,W 2)
]
− 1
q ·WC002, (B16)
C001 =
λ0
192π2
+
1
192π2
+
1
2
m21C1 −
1
2
Q2C¯122 +
1
2
B¯1(m
2
1, m
2
2,W
2)− 1
2
B¯21(m
2
1, m
2
2,W
2),
(B17)
C112 =
1
2q ·W
[
B21(m
2
1, m
2
2,W
2)− 2B1(m21, m22,W 2) +B(m21, m22,W 2)
]
− 2
q ·WC001.
(B18)
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